<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Unit 1</th>
<th>Unit 2</th>
<th>Unit 3</th>
<th>Unit 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Time/ Duration** | Term 1  
Week 1 - 5 | Term 1  
Week 6-10 | Term 2  
Week 1 - 5 | Term 2  
Week 6-10 |
| **Name of Unit** | Globalisation and Global Relationships | Global Inequalities | Global Geographical Issues | Global Geographical Issues |
| **Concepts** | What is globalisation?  
The impact of globalisation  
Changing global relationships | Identification of global patterns,  
global variations in accessing essential  
aspects of life, different life opportunities | Describe a variety of global geographic issues  
Case Study: Threatened habitats | Global Geographical Issues  
Case Study: Climate change |
| **Assessments** | Task 1:  
Research report/ Image collage  
Week 8  
50% | Informal tasks based on CRT discretion including skills tasks | Task 2:  
End of Course Exam  
Week 8  
50% |
| **Learning Areas** | Identifying, gathering and organising geographical information on Global Change  
Communication and ICT skills  
Collecting and interpreting photographic images  
Interpreting and constructing graphs | Identifying, gathering and organising geographical information on Global Issues  
Communication and ICT skills  
Using and interpreting maps and graphs  
Understanding citizenship | |
| **Reporting Stems** | Uses a variety of skills to acquire and process information.  
Researches and communicates tasks independently  
Demonstrates knowledge and understanding of geographical issues  
Demonstrates knowledge and understanding of appropriate citizenship | Uses a variety of skills to acquire and process information.  
Researches and communicates tasks independently  
Demonstrates knowledge and understanding of geographical issues  
Demonstrates knowledge and understanding of appropriate citizenship | | |